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CHAPTER X
INTRODUCTION - THE PROBLEM

CHAPTER I
XHTRODUC TIOH - THE PROBLEM
For several years the present writer has been acquainted
with, and on occasion used, a book by Margaret Heaton and
Helen B* Lewis3,

in which book lists are presented In class If 1-

cations according to areas of human relationships*

It is the

apparent belief of the authors of the book and of Its users
that the titles In the various lists are of books that can pro*
mote constructive attitudes In the respective areas*
One such category In the book Includes titles concerned
with problems of rejection on ethnic or racial bases, and It
Is the effort of the present study to ascertain whether or not
there Is validity to the hypothesis that reading these books
can promote favorable attitudes toward certain racial and
ethnic groups*

Although particularly relevant to the times,

this area of human relationships has been of concern and inter*
est to this writer for several years*
Stated formally, the hypothesis here Is that reading
certain books of fiction ean produce a measurable attitude
change characterised by a decrease in disfavor and an increase
in favor toward specific ethnic or racial groups*

^Reading Ladders for Human Relations

2

Through a study of questionnaires given prior to the
reading of certain books and of Interviews given following
this reading, it will first discover if there is any signifloant attitude change of the type described in the hypothec is.
Secondly, it will ascertain whether there is any evidence that
negative attitudes toward ethnic or racial groups have been
retained by the subjects after their reading*
Sumary,

In chapter one we have defined and briefly

outlined the problem*

In chapter two we will discuss research

done by others related to this problem and further clarify the
problem in the light of this research*

Chapter three will

provide a detailed account of the procedure used here, and
chapter four will deal with an analysis of the results*

Xn

chapter five we will evaluate the results and draw conclusions*

CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH

\

CHAPTER H
BELATED RESEARCH

In chapter one the basic problem of this paper was
briefly delineated*

It vill be the function of this chapter

to look at other research of this nature and to clarify the
scope of the present problem in the light of that research*
Other Research*

Many studies have been done concerning

the susceptibility of attitudes to change by various experi¬
mental factors, but relatively few have dealt with the efficacy
of reading In promoting desirable attitude changes or develop¬
ment*
K* M* Miller and J* B* Biggs'1’ have thrown light on the
general subject of attitude change in a study done In Australia
The problem concerned the ability of free group discussion. In
groups that were soolometrleally structured, to change atti¬
tudes about racial groups*

Of the forty subjects of secondary

school age who were used, sixteen were used as controls and
twenty-four were divided into six experimental groups*

A

leader was provided to give impetus and to keep the discussions
going*

The six experimental groups were further divided into

three Hpsychegroupsw formed of members who had chosen each
other on a soolometrlc device and three ttsociogroups'* formed

ll,Attltude Change through Undirected Group Discussion*w
Journal of Educational Psychology*

4

of subjects who had been neither ehosen nor rejected on the
sociogram*
A modified soeiaX distance scale was adminlnstered to
all subjects four weeks prior to the discussions*

Each dis¬

cussion group received the test again directly after the
discussion# and the control group was given the test when the
discussions were half completed*

The tests were readminis¬

tered two weeks following the final group discussion*
The results showed changes In mean scores of the first
and third tests to be significant at the 2 percent level for
the wp8ychegroupsw and significant at the 5 percent level for
the "soelogroups*”

Differences in the scores on these tests

for the control group were not statistically significant*
The authors concludet
The analysis has shown that the members of both
psychegroups and sociogroups show more tolerance
(decreased social distance) after free undirected
discussion of some characteristics of different
racial groups* Ho such change is shown by control
subjects tested after the same Interval of time*8
In this experiment * the greater change made by the
,,psychegroups,, as compared to that made by the "sociogroups*
leads one to the conjecture that the presence of a group in
which acceptance was of some Importance and which had more or
less made a group expression of attitudes in the discussions
may have led to a biased response in the second and third

2Ibid. . p. 226.
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testings*

Perhaps the subjects* removed not only in time from

the experimental faotor* but also removed psychologically and
socially from identification with the experimental groups, might
have responded differently*
Despite the limitations of this work by Miller and Biggs*
indications are that attitudes toward other racial groups can
be modified among people of secondary school age*

The present

study* therefore* is working in an attitude area which has
shewn at least this much susceptibility to influence*
Dealing more directly with the problem of how reading
<

affoots personality growth is a study by Katherine Niles hind*
In what she considered an exploratory study* the author used
forty-four adult subjects who furnished autobiographical aocounts of their reading experlenoes as children*

Nineteen

were interviewed* and the other twenty-five presented the
material in written form*

Thirty of the reports were selected

for detailed analysis and classification*
Lind divides the reading experiences reported into four
class if lea tlons t
The four groups may briefly be characterised ass
(1) serving the function of "escape** (2) affording
temporary diversion, (3) defining the readervs con¬
cept of his role* (4) relating to objeotlve inter¬
ests and activities**

S*The Social Psychology of Heading**
Journal of Sociology,
4Ibid., p. 456*

The American
““ “ “

5

Later she reports*
It is evident from the foregoing discussion that
the range of influence In the four types of experienoe Is from extreme isolation in the first group to
a high degree of socialisation in the third and
fourth* The differentiation of the functions of
reading has been the most conclusive result of this
exploratory study*®
It la apparent that this study is susceptible to the
bias of subjectivity both In the responses of the subjects who
have to rely on memory of past experiences and in the inter¬
pretation and analysis by the writer*

Despite the subjeotivity*

however, the method was valid for the type of exploratory study
*

undertaken*

•

' ) ?.

j-

•

-

More than this* it was a valuable contribution

to the task of learning more about the long-range effects of
reading*
Mo positive conclusions were made* but the author proposed a wealth of hypotheses and suggestions
for further study*
,
One such hypothesis suggested by her study is of particular
relevance to the present problem*

She suggests I

Heading Influences attitudes if the reader is
able to make personal identifications and only if
he can sustain his new attitudes in some group*®
This apparent need for identification was incorporated into
the present study* not as an experimental factor* but as a

SIbld.. p. 469.
6Ibid., p. 465.
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condition In the ohoice of reading material for the subjects*
It vas not possible to apply the second factor, that of group
reinforcement, in the scope of this problem*
In a study using ooHege freshmen and sophomores,
Samuel Weingarten used a questionnaire to try to ascertain.
(1) the extent to which their voluntary reading of
books had helped 1,256 adolescents and young adults
master the developmental tasks characteristic of
their growth level, (2) the types of books which
had developmental values for them, and (5) the kinds
of life-problems that their reading helped them
solve*?
The author used an additional "Form B" with 816 of the sub¬
jects in which he gave descriptions of each of twelve specific
developmental tasks (based on Havighurst*s work) and asked
them to give names of books which had helped them In any of
these*
Weingarten found slightly over 60 percent of his sub¬
jects reporting that their reading had helped them develop
values for living or understanding of life*

The percentages

of subjects who reported receiving help in the remaining
eleven tasks ranged between seven and forty*
One significant conclusion made by the writer 1st
The developmental values that a book may contain
for an individual depend on his personal character¬
istics and needs* Yet the fact that seventy-seven

«

*

*

*

7Samuel Weingarten, "Developmental Values in Voluntary
Reading*" The School Review, April, 1954, p* 225*

8

books had the same developmental value for at least
two students seems to indicate that the content of
some books is related to the common needs of youth
and Is of potential value in helping young people*8
In appraising Weingartenfs findings* it is important
to note that the results cannot be extended in application
to those without college backgrounds •

There is further bias

Introduced of necessity by the design* as the description of
< ■

i

n

the developmental tasks in Form B would tend to lead responses*
1 ‘

*

'

'1

f'

'

: •

• 2

•

’

*

,

if-

*

•

:•

Further* there was no mention of unreturned questionnaires* a
factor which would strongly influence the Interpretation of
the results*
The re stilts of the experiment Indicate that voluntary
reading oan help in developmental tasks* but the strength and
extent of this help was not reliably ascertainable in a study
limited by these considerations*
Another project using the free responses of the sub~
jeots was done with pupils between grades four and eight by
Nila B* Smith*9

Seven teachers in six communities helped with

the study by asking their pupils to write about any book*
story* poem or article which in their memory had changed their
thinking or attitudes*

There was no compulsion to respond*

as pupils not wishing to write anything were allowed free read-*
lng time*

9Ibid., p. 288.
9wSome Effects of Beading on Children**
English*

Elementary

9

Of the 502 responses received# about three-fifths indi4

■

•

f .

.

'

,,

■ .

• ‘

j,

:

cated changes in attitude, and slightly fewer than one-tenth
reported changes in behavior*

Thirty percent reported changes

in concepts. Ideas or understandings*

The changes in attitude

and behavior were directed mainly toward people and toward
animals*
The author further concludeds
•

*

.

'

•

An interesting fact revealed by this study was
that, with one exception, no two children in any
one room mentioned the same book as one that had
changed their thinking or attitudes.*.. This is
one indication, at least, that reading values are
personal and Individual; not all books affect all
Individuals in the same way*10
Such a study, ©specially administered by teachers, can
lead to strong bias in the responses*

Pupils might have

written papers out of a desire to gain approval or recogni¬
tion*

Even the wording of the instructions could have had

the effect of a leading question for some*

The study would

also have had more valuo if the writer had performed the simple
task of reporting how many pupils did not respond at all, but
chose to read*
/

’

,

.

However, these considerations do not render the con¬
clusions completely invalid*

Furthermore, if the reading

values of books are as personal and individual as Smith indi¬
cates, then the possibility of promoting certain books to
.

*

1

’

10Ibld.. p. 277.

•

10

help in the development of certain attitudes, as in the pre¬
sent undertaking, is open to serious question*

The findings

of Welngarten reported above, however, modify such an individu¬
alistic Interpretation of the effects of reading.
Other studies of the effects of reading on attitudes
have used the con trolled experiment method,

Helen C, Lodge

11

tried to discover what effect reading and discussing biog¬
raphies would have on eighth grad# pupils.

The experimental

material was presented as a regular history unit.

The measur¬

ing device was an essay on "The Person I Would Like to Be Like,"
which had been devised along with a scoring technique by
Havighurst and

Taba.*2

Of the 159 subjects, three chose heroes read about on
the first essay, seven chose such heroes on the second, and
four on the third.

The writer aid not consider these figures

statistically slghifleant.

She concludes)

The results of both direct and indirect measure¬
ment indicate that the influence of biography on the
value systems of these adolescents was slight, A
majority of the pupils Interviewed Indicated, however,
that they enjoyed reading biography,***

**wThe Influence of the Study of Biography on the Moral
Ideology of the Adolescent at the Sight Grade Level.” Journal
of Educational Research,
lgAd descent Character and PersonalityJ cited by
Helen C* Lodge, ibid,.T"'m
lsHeXan C. Lodge, QP, olt,. p, 253,

11

Such findings would tend to dispute the hypothesis of
the present study, but the evidence presented above was not
very strong*

There is also the fact of a different age group

which could affect results*
14
Franklin H* Knower
used 428 college students to study
the effect of printed arguments on changes in their attitudes
toward prohibition, a topic relevant at the time*

One hundred

subjects were used in a control group, 221 were used in an
Experimental Group X to read only arguments opposed to their
previous opinions, and 107 were used in Experiment Group II to
read arguments on each side of the question*
Using an individual method of analysis to measure what
he considered statistically significant changes in attitude,
Knower found that in Experimental Group I, 20 percent of those
previously in favor of prohibition and 23 percent of those
previously opposed to it made such significant attitude changes*
The corresponding figures in the control group were 4 percent
and 5 percent*

He also reported that Experimental Group II

showed no significant attitude change as a group although the
numbers of individuals making statistically significant changes
were larger than in the control group*
Unfortunately, other factors entered Into the experl*
ment*

In some oases the regular classroom professors presented

^"Experimental Studies of Change in Attitude - XX*"
(Sub-title* "A Study of the Effect of Printed Argument on
Changes In Attitude") Journal of Abnormal and Social Psy¬
chology*
..~ .

12

the materials, and students* inferences as to what was "wanted"
on the tests may have colored the responses*

Furthermore, the

retests were given only shortly after the experimental faotor
had been introduced, and this alone limits the useful ness and
conclusiveness of the data.
More vital to the question of the effect of reading on
attitudes, however, is the fact that the experimental material
was outright argument for or against the topic in question
with no attempt to cover up this fact,

This was not a flaw

in design; it was part of the design.

But it does mean that

the results cannot be extended to other types of reading material where any effort to alter attitudes would be more subtle,
16
R» I#, Sohanch and Charles Goodman
tried to answer the
question of how disguised propaganda Influences the reader.
They used five homogeneous populations (of high school or col¬
lege age) and divided each population into three groups*

Each

group was then given one of three questionnaires.
The questionnaires were devised so that statements pur¬
porting to come from magasines and newspapers were responded
to on the basis of a task other than the propaganda issue,

A

pretest on some Harvard students had revealed that no one had
discovered the propaganda through this cover.
The toplo of the propaganda was the Civil Servloe System
with one test designed to support it, one test designed to

*®"Reaotions to Propaganda on Both Sides of a Contro¬
versial Issue," Public Opinion Quarterly,

13
show disfavor toward lt# and the third test to have items of
both natures to aot as a control.

The items on all tests were

mixed with items of no effect.
Attitude tests toward Civil Service were administered
after completion of the questionnaires* and differences between
the percentages of the controls and the other groups on any
one attitude were measured.
After reporting the figures showing no statistically
significant changes from one attitude to another* the authors
conclude t
The attitude taken most often by all shifting
individuals in this instance la the attitude of
favoring one system under some conditions and the
other under different conditions. But the differ*
once in percentage on this step on all groups is
only two times the SB of the difference* so that we
can only say that the whole shift under this effect
is in the dlreetlon of unsettled attitudes rather
than toward any speelflo attitude such as neutral-

The fact that the orltloal portion of the reading
material was put into the form of disguised propaganda makes
this a particularly valuable study.

It Is interesting to

note that the effect on attitudes was less strong than that
of the outright argument in Knower *s work.

It would seem that

a large portion of the reading matter that seeks to influence
opinions is of the more oovert nature used by Scbanch and

13Ibid., p, 112,

14
Goodman,

This Is true of the material used in the present

study.
Another study, made by Evalene P* Jackson,17 tried to
discover whether reading fiction could produce a decrease in
prejudice against the negro race in high school pupils.

Two

groups of southern white subjects were used, one being the
control group*
Both groups were pretested with Form A of the Hinckley
scale for measuring attitudes toward the negro*

A twenty-five

minute piece of fiction presenting the negro in a sympathetic
light was prepared by Miss Jackson and given to the experlmental group*

Both groups were then given Form B of the Hinck-

V
I

...

•

• ,

r

-

•

‘ :

»

•.

r

ley scale, and two weeks later they were retested with Form A*
.

.. .

-

*

.

i

r
,

«

i

.

•

Scores reported by the author showed that the experl*
mental group showed a statistically significant change as
.

compared with the control group on the second testing, but the
gains were lost on the third test*

She states, "In this par*

tlcular situation reading does seem to have had a measurable
18
social effect, if not a lasting one*"
>

i

_

‘5

.

1

Implications for this study*

*

Perhaps one of the chief

difficulties of this and the study by Sohanch and Goodman along
with others is the fact that the experimental reading material
>

i

*

4

,

was of a relatively small amount.

‘

’

,(

4'*

Miss Jackson makes the valid

suggestion that more work needs to be done in studying the
17«
"Effects of Reading upon Attitudes toward the Negro
Race*" Library Quarterly,
18Ibld.. p. 53.

15
cumulative effect of reading on attitudes.
It la apparent that something on this order la needed*
In the studies cited, those that have been able to control
the reading material have had to work with small amounts#
usually contrived by the authors for their special purposes#
■■

•

•

'

f

and have had to confine their measurements within a limited
period of time*

On the other hand# those studies which have

sought to learn the effects of prior reading of the subjeots
have been unable to control the reading matter# and they have
had the additional disadvantage of being unable to conclusively
state results because of the subjectivity of the processes by
which data were gathered*
It is obvious that much more needs to be done in study*
ing the effects of reading on the attitudes and behavior of
the readers*

A longitudinal study with a carefully controlled

series of reading material would be of immense help# but limita¬
tions of time and availability of subjects would make such a
project hard to manage*
The present work alias to explore the effects of read*
ing an entire book of fiction on the attitudes of pupils in
grade six*

Only the study of Nila B* Smith among those

reported above used subjects as young as this# and she depended on memory of previous voluntary reading for her work*
Unlike the experiments of Knower* Sohanch and Goodman#
and Jackson# the present work will not use material specifi¬
cally written for the experiment*

Instead# books of children*s

16
*

.

•

/ _ >

*

J

,

fiction that are currently available In publlo llbrarlee will
be used*

Such books are presumably closer to the type of

reading ordinarily done by children than are readings or tests
constructed specifically for the purpose of a given experiment*
Such readings also give more of an element of control over the
t

i t

f . 7

.

.

1

.

*

*

.

«

.

>

*

‘

reading matter than was possible in the works of Lind and Weln~
gar ten*
A further difference with the three controlled experi¬
ments cited comes In the use of Interviews as the significant
measuring device rather than questionnaires or tests*
Lodge did use Interviews In addition to the essays*)

(Helen C*
This

choice was made partly because there were no standardised
measures on attitudes toward ethnic groups available for the
age level being used*

More Importantly* It was based on the

assumption that a significantly strong effect of a book would
reveal Itself In the conversation of the reader without having
questions that would specifically lead to responses In the
area of attitudes*
Such an assumption is* of course* unverified by empiri¬
cal evidence* and to that extent It represents a somewhat
uncontrolled factor*

However* the relative weakness of the

Influence measured In the controlled experiments cited (except
for Knower*s which was a different type of reading matter)
seems to justify the opinion that any questions directly call¬
ing for responses about attitudes cannot measure lasting
effects If suoh effects are present*

This Is no guarantee

17
that unsolicited responses in the area of attitudes would
reflect more enduring changea, but lacking the possibility of
a longitudinal study* It seemed justifiable to act on this
assumption* keeping In mind the considerations and limitations
just mentioned#
It simply seems reasonable to expect that a significantly
strong Influence of a book would reveal itself In the converse*
tlon of the reader about that book without any specific prompt*
ing from a third party#
Summary*

In chapter two we have reviewed related

research and clarified the basic assumption under which the
present study will operate#

The function of chapter three

will be to provide a detailed account of the procedures used
In the present study#

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
’ •

'

;

* •; '.
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•
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In chapter three ve will deal with a description of the
procedures used in selecting the subjects* in choosing the
books* and In administering the study*
The subjects*

The study was designed with the inten-

tion of using twenty-five sixth-grade pupils as subjects*

To

rule out reading difficulties as a possible barrier to pro¬
cedure * only pupils who had scored at or above grade level on
the reading section of a standardised test were to be used*
Three sixth grades in one school* comprising eightyone pupils were given an open-end questionnaire (See Appendix
A) is ft check on attitudes*

To avoid introduction of bias* the

questionnaires were administered in the same afternoon with no
opportunity for pupil contact from one room to another during
the time of administration*

Two pupils were absent that day

and did not receive the questionnaire*
Records of the reading scores on Fora A of the Iowa
Tests of Basic Skills3, which these pupils had made in grade
five were then secured*

A score of 59 was grade level for

them at the time the tests had been given*

*E* F* Lindquist and A* H* Hieronymus* Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills*

19

Of the seventy-nine pupils who received the question¬
naire * fourteen were new to the sohool in grade six* and no
Iowa Test records were available for them*

Another twenty-two

pupils had scored below 59 on the Iowa Tests and were thereby
disqualified by the criterion mentioned above*

Ho pupils

expressed any unwillingness to participate in the project*
Thus there remained forty-three pupils with reading scores
ranging from 59 to 102*
To select the final twenty-five subjects* the answers
of these forty-three pupils on the questionnaires were analysed*
It was found that the responses to significant questions con¬
cerning groups of people fell into three general categories*
The first category showed responses on the level of
Information about the people concerned*

Sometimes informa¬

tion was given* and frequently the pupils expressed a lack of
knowledge*

For example* to the Item* "Chinese people are*"

one response was* "Trying to get more food for its people*"
Others expressed lack of knowledge or left the items unan¬
swered*

In some oases* responses on the level of Information

were in error such as the indication that rloe is a staple
crop of Argentina*
More significant to this study were responses in this
first oategory whloh reflected stereotypes of the people in
question*

Mexicans were described as "gay" or as having "very

colorful costumes" with many parties and fiestas* etc*

For

purposes of this study* a constructive attitude change would

20

be from such a stereotype to an expression of attitudes show*
ing awareness of the problems and needs of the people in
question.
The second and probably the largest category of responses
showed attltudlnal reactions to the groups in question which
are hard to classify as either favorable or unfavorable.

Char-*

acterlstlc of this category are such responses to the item,
’’’Most people in Turkey are,” as, "Problemly [sic] very nice
people to meet," or# *Ho different than us.n

Another pupil

described the Chinese as, "Just like us only they have a dif¬
ferent language and a different colored skin*”
Such responses can be Interpreted as reflections of
positive attitudes toward the people in question, or they can
be interpreted as learned patterns of response which have oome
to these pupils through home, church, school and other social¬
izing influences.

(If the latter is the case, perhaps the

subjects have already reaohed a level of sophistication which
would render the task of altering attitudes more difficult
than for a younger age.)
•

}
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:
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second category reflect real attitudes and tinders landings cannot be reliably determined.
The third category of responses oan be described as
showing negative attitudes toward the people or groups in ques¬
tion.

This oategory had the fewest responses.

Perhaps the

strongest such response came in the description of most people
in Turkey as, "Uncivilized, strange people."

A milder response

-

]
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Indicated that many people down South* ndon*t make friends as
fast as we do up here**

In another case* American Indians

were reported to be* "Hot trustworthy**
Included in this oategory were some responses which are
hard to definitely classify as negative*

These were answers

which emphasised the differences or strangeness of the peoples
concerned*

Several pupils pointed out the unusual accents of

southerners* for example*

This type of answer may not have

come from unfavorable attitudes (It may have been an informa*
tlonal response in many cases*)* but for the purposes of this
study it Is assumed that stress on the strangeness or peculi*
arlty of other groups Is reflective of at least a mildly
unfavorable attitude toward those groups*
Parenthetically* we have to make a distinction between
the possible "learned response* characteristic of the* "Just
like us** expression mentioned earlier and the type just men*
tioned*

Both types of reactions can conceivably be Interpreted

as negative*

Where* then* is the middle ground?

An attitude

expression vhioh shows awareness of similarities and differ*
ences without being all*lnoluBlve on the similarities and
without stressing the peculiarity of the differences would be
such middle ground*
• **

V* ;

•

i *

•
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This analysis and classification of response categories
on the questionnaires led to the selection of the twenty-five
subjects from the forty*flve candidates who had had sufficiently
high reading soores*

Instead of random selection or selection

22
f

on the basis of reading scores, it was decided to further study
the questionnaires and try to choose, as much as possible,
representative samples of each of the three categories de¬
scribed above.

This was somewhat difficult because in most

cases pupils did not confine their responses to the key ques*
tions to any one category.

However, the final selection of

subjects gives. In this writer1* judgment, a fair representa¬
tion of the three categories*
The twenty-five pupils thus chosen had a range of read¬
ing scores from 60 to 102*
was 76,

The median soore for this group

With three exceptions these were the subjects for this

experiment.

The three exceptions were occasioned by faulty

operation of the tape recorder during the interviews.

Since

the questions could not be repeated and still be new to the
Interviewees, it was necessary to replaoe them with three
others chosen in the same manner as the original twenty-five.
The range of reading scores for the new group remained the
same, but the median shifted to 70,
The books.

The selection of the books, and to some

extent the selection of this particular aspect of the entire
problem under study, depended on the work of Robert J, Havighurst.

g

The original design of this study called simply for a

study of the Influence of reading on attitudes in some area of
human relationships.

Choice was to be made of an area which

developmental Tasks and Education,

23

was specifically designated as a developmental task of the age
level of the subjects in the work of Eavighurst#

One of the

developmental tasks he describes is, "Developing Attitudes
toward Social Groups and Institutions♦"
*
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He says:
,.

«

Middle childhood is the period when the basic
social attitudes are learned, such as attitudes
toward religion, toward social groups, toward poll*
tloal and economic groups# These attitudes may be
changed by later experience, but they do not change
easily#
As he emerges from the family Into the broad
world at about the age of six, the ordinary child
has little or no stook of social attitudes# He has
no disposition to favor or disfavor one religion
or another, one race or color, one political party#
He has no attitude toward the economic system,
toward social classes or occupational groups# Yet,
by the end of elementary school, this same child
has a full complement of social attitudes, picked
up or absorbed from his family, his teachers, his
peer group, and his oontaot with the community and
the wide world through movies, radio, television,
books, and leoturss# Once he has a store of social
attitudes, there is little reason for him to change
them# He knows how to aot, what discriminations to
make, what people to favor and whom to disfavor*
Unless he finds these attitudes to be grossly unpopular as he grows older, or to get him into difficulties,
he Is likely to retain them through Ilfs#3
Since the age group at which this developmental
task occurs
r
*

'

encompasses the general age level of sixth graders, it was the
task chosen for this study#

It then remained to choose books

related to this developmental area#
4

To select the books, three additional criteria were
established#

3Ibld.. pp# 27-28#
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The first criterion was that books had to be classified
as being for young people in the sixth grade or just below#
This was to rule out interference with the study by diffi¬
culties in reading#
The second criterion simply stated that books must be
Interesting#
The third criterion was that among the books there would
be some with boys as oentral characters and some with girls as
central characters to facilitate reader identification*
These criteria formed the basis upon which books from
the Heaton and Lewis lists were selected*

Their name for the

attitude category was* "Experiences of Acceptance and Rejec¬
tion*

Titles came from the seetlon designated for inter¬

mediate readers which are considered# in the book# to be
e

between the ages of eight and twelve#
Of the twenty-five books listed in this seetlon# the
annotations revealed only eight titles where ethnic or racial
background figured in the experience of acceptance or rejec¬
tion#

Of these eight# only five were found to be available in

libraries of the vicinity*

Some were out of publloatlon*

(A

newer edition of Heaton and Lewis was not available in time to
get a more reoent list of books*)
These five books were borrowed and read*

4

One book was

Margaret Heaton and Helen B# Lewis# Reading Ladders
for Human Relations* pp* 171-191*
SIbld., p. 89,
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rejected because the language seemed quite childish, and the
conversations, in the opinion of this writer, tended to rein~
force an image of an immature pattern on the part of negroes#
The field was thus narrowed to four books, one of which
»

was not wholly suitable.

It was used, however, because of the

unfortunate lack of material,
The first book. Bright April#

6

describes the experiences

of a young negro girl as she participates in the activities of
her Brownie troop.

The racial barrier is overcome when she

wins the friendship of a strange girl in an overnight Journey
to a farm,
A second book, Party for Suzanne#

7

tells of a girl who

moved to a small town and whose French Canadian background was
the cause of some teasing in school.

Her shy nature prevents

her from overcoming this and causes her to be ashamed of her
background and family until visiting relatives help her win
friends,
The third book

8

is the story of a boy whose family has

escaped from Poland and whose father has secured a Job on a
farm in upper New York State,

The central thread of action is

the story of Joseph’s gaining the acceptance of his classmates
and coming to no longer feel like a displaced person,
The fourth book. Giant Mountain#

Q

was of somewhat

^Marguerite DeAngeli, Bright April,
7Cecile P, Edwards, Party for Suzanne,
Florence S, Hayes, Joe Pole# New American,
^Frances Fullerton Nellson, Plant Mountain,
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questionable value in this study.

It is the story of a boy

who is caused to remain away from extra-curricular activities
in school by a semi-hermit father who wants no dealings with
the valley people.

The background for his father*s feelings

was the way he had been treated as a French Canadian newcomer
to the village.

The story pattern leads to the eventual

acceptance of both the boy, Bonnie, and his father.
The chief reason for raising questions concerning the
value of this book here is that the basis for Ronnie*s rejec¬
tion seems to stem more from his aloof life In a mountain cabin
than it does from his association with an ethnic group.

An¬

other reason for questioning its value comes in a boy-girl
interest in the story which seemed more important to the char¬
acter e than would be consistent with the normal sixth grader*s
participation In such a relationship.

It should be reported,

however, that pupils who read the book failed to remark on this
when they were asked if they felt that the writer understood
people of their age.
Further procedure.

After the books were read, a list

of questions for the proposed interviews was prepared for each
book.

The lists, given in Appendix B, contained questions of

three types.
First, there were questions designed to elicit recall
of story events and incidents.

These were Included as a rough

check for comprehension and thoroughness of reading.

More

importantly, they were interspersed with questions of the
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second fcype to avoid giving hints or loads to desired types of
response*
Questions of tho aooond typo were designed as general
questions which could be answered by many kinds of responses*
These were the most important questions for this experiment
because of the assumption that really significant responses
concerning attitudes will come from questions that are not
leading*

Questions suoh as* "Where did you admire the main

character the most (or least)?*1 were of this type*
The third type of questions was included more from
curiosity than for their significance in the study*
were intentionally leading questions*

These

To avoid their affect*

lag responses to other questions* these were placed at the end
of each list and asked only after the others had been dis¬
cussed.
With the completion of these lists* it remained to
administer the experiment*

About four weeks after the origi*

nal questionnaire* the subjects were assembled and given a
list of the four titles together with brief descriptions of
the plots (omitting* of course* all references to the central
ethnic problems)*

They were told that they would be allowed

to choose any of the books they wished*

Furthermore* they

were given an opportunity to withdraw from the study if they
so desired* but no one did this*
Copies of the books were then distributed as available*
When a pupil finished a book* he was interviewed at the

2d

earliest convenience, and the book was passed along to another*
The twenty-five subjects completed the books and Interviews
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Subjects were interviewed individually to avoid extraneous diversions*

They were told to answer just as they thought*

for there were no "right" and "wrong* answers to many ques¬
tions*

It was emphasised that they were to express their own

opinions and not what they thought were answers being sought*
»
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At the end of eaoh interview they were urged not to
divulge the questions or discuss the interviews with anyone
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This was in an effort to avoid coloring of responses

by giving other subjects advanced knowledge of the questions*
especially questions of the third type*
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mined* all subjects co-operated in this effort*
■*»

Interviews were reoorded on tape and later transcribed
for analysis*

These written records of the interviews were

compared with the original questionnaires in an effort to ascer
tain what significant results were obtained* if any*
Summary*

In chapter three we have traced the procedure

from the selection of the subjects and reading materials
•

*.

•

*• *

*

through the design of questions concerning the books to the
actual reading of the books by the subjects and the interviews
concerning them*
Chapter four will deal with the analysis and results
of the data obtained*

CHAPTER IV
THE RESULTS

CHAPTER I?
THE RESULTS
In this chapter we will look at an analysis of the
responses to see if there are any significant results*
The analysis was made by comparison of each Individual’s
questionnaire with the transcript of his Interview*

First,

the questionnaire was studied and answers to significant ques¬
tions were classified according to the three categories de¬
scribed In chapter three*

The stereotyped informational

response under category one was given separate recognition as
category one A due to its negative aspects*
This classification of responses for each individual
subject was followed by perusal of his interview transcript
to see if there were any indications of attitude shift or of
negative attitude retention*

Ho really strong expressions

were made to the non-leading questions which are here con¬
sidered significant, but two subjects did giro responses that
might be interpreted as showing positive attitudes or atti¬
tude shifts, however mild these might be*

In addition, two

pupils’ responses indicated possible retention of negative
attitudes*

This left a remainder of twenty-one pupils with

no significant responses*

A brief description of each of the

four relevant cases follows*
Pupil number two, a girl, had replies in all categories
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on the questionnaire*

The two most significant answers for

this study came in her descriptions of the Chinese as "Differ¬
ent in their ways and actions," and the Mexicans as, "Gay*”
In her interview she said that she did not admire
Susanna, "when she always turned her back on her cousin Albert*"
This was with reference to the time Susanna was trying to win
friends by dissociation with her French Canadian background*
Pupil number twelve, also a girl, had answers in cate'

"

*

gories one, one A, and three on the questionnaire*

*

She dis¬

played negative attitudes with such replies as that American
Indians are, "not trustworthy," and that people down South,
"talk with a different accent*"
Her replies to the interview on the story. Bright April*
describe the main characters in complimentary terms*

She used

the word, "Lovable," for example, to describe April#s mother*
She also expressed admiration for Aprllvs willingness to make
friends with people who had reacted against her rather than
ignoring these people*

While these answers do not show strongly

favorable attitudes, they might have been hard to make for a
person as Btrongly biased as the reply, "Hot trustworthy,"
indicates*
It Is apparent that neither of these oases offers more
than tenuous support of the hypothesis under consideration, but
of the twenty-five subjects, these were the only ones who came
even this dose to indicating influence on their attitudes from
the books*
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There were also, as mentioned above, two cases which
Indicated possible retention of negative attitudes*
Pupil number six, another girl, had one item on the
questionnaire in category one A and other replies in categories
two and three*

She said that people in Mexico are, "fresh some¬

times and nice sometimes, and like to eat*"

The Chinese were,

"Funny looking, brave, independent, sort of gentle#"

She had

earlier described herself as, "Brave, Independent, and not good
in arithmetic#"

This reveals, then, an ambivalence in the

response concerning the Chinese#
In the interview this pupil answered the question, "Why
did Dick and Tommy tease Suzanne, and why did the other girls
ignore her?" with, "Because she was a Canuck, and — well —
she was shy#"

The relevance here is that she was the only one

of the pupils who used this epithet Instead of the more accept¬
able, "Canadian French#"

The fact that the question was clas¬

sified as a leading one does not modify this type of negative
response*
Pupil number twenty-three, again a girl, had all of her
questionnaire responses in categories one, one A, and three#
Mexicans, "dress with rather queer clothes," and American
Indians are, "very good craftsmen*

They can string beads very

well*"
The significant conversation in the interview went as
followsi
"Why did the boys tease Susanne, and why did the
other girls Ignore her?"
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"The boys teased her because she was Canadian# and
the girls Ignored her beeause she wasn't one of their
kind.*
"In what ways?"
[Ho answer 1
"What do you mean?"
"Well,
much."

they didn't think she was good at very

The follow-up answers qualify the usual connotation of# "One
of their kind," but it still appears to be a negative response.
Again# the leading question has no important bearing here#
As with the two cases showing possible attitude changes#
the evidence in these two oases revealing possible retention
of negative attitudes is not very conclusive.

All we have is

an indication that this may be the ease# an indication which
depends more upon the connotations of what was said than upon
the statements themselves.

It oannot even be reliably con¬

cluded that the customary implications of# "Canuck#" and# "One
of their kind#" were In the minds of the interviewees.
The four cases just described# then# constitute the most
significant results of this experiment.

A look at the inten¬

tionally leading questions would have yielded more responses
of an attitudlnal nature# but these have already been discounted
by the assumption outlined at the end of chapter two.
Further analysis on the basis of reading scores or sex
would be of little value with such a small population.

In the

case of sex# there is the additional fact that the girls read
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different books from those the boys road, and there could be
no way of determining which factor did what*
Sums*rj>
*

In chapter four w© have looked at the results
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that have possible bearing on the hypothesis within the framework of this study1© methodology*

There remains the need for

an appraisal of these results along with a general evaluation
of this study*

This will be the task of chapter five*

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AMD EVALUATION

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND EVALUATION
Here# In this chapter* ve will draw conclusions from
the results discovered In chapter four and make a general
evaluation of this study*
Conclusions*

The obvious conclusion that comes from a

look at the results is that the hypothesis was not confirmed
by the evidence*

The tenuousness of what results were even

slightly significant renders them of little value for the pur*
pose of deriving concrete knowledge*

There was as much evi-

dense contradicting the hypothesis as there was supporting it*
and all of this evidence Is somewhat unsubstantial*
Reading the books of fiction chosen here did not* within
the confines of this study* produce a measurable attitude change
in sixth-grade pupils characterised by a decrease In disfavor
and an Increase In favor toward the specific ethnic or racial
groups involved*
Evaluation*
pretations*

This conclusion lends Itself to two inter¬

It can be taken at Its face value that the books

used did not and generally will not produce measurable effeots
on attitudes of sixth graders*

Or it can be Interpreted that

the measuring device used was not adequate enough to detect
such attitude Influences*

There is considerable outside evi¬

dence to support the former position*
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Aside from the work of Franklin H* Knower^ cited in
chapter two* the studies reported there showed little in the
way of a strong and lasting effect of reading on attitudes•
Furthermore, Knower*s study was unique in two ways*

First,

his reading material was outright argument designed as such,
and not the more covert type of attempt to influence people
found in other types of reading*
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Second, he did not use a
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follow-up measure to discover the permanency of the changes he
found*
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no effect on the attitudes of the readers*
There is another piece of evidence which lends support
to this conclusion and which at the same time raises an impor¬
tant question about this entire pursuit*

<

That piece of evl-

denoo is the quotation from Robert J* Havlghurat cited in
chapter three*

He pointed out that social attitudes, once

acquired, do not yield readily to change unless they prove very
2
unpopular or cause great difficulties for a person*
This, too,
tends to oonfirm the conclusion at its face value, but it also
leaves an important unanswered question*
The same oltatlon from Havighurst pointed out that the
* •
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developmental task chosen for this study usually oocurs during

^"Experimental
(Sub-titlet "A Study
Changes in Attitude”)
choXogy.
^Developmental

Studies of Change in Attitude - XI*"
of the Effect of Printed Argument on
Journal of Abnormal and Social PsyTasks and Education* p* 28*
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a child *s years In elementary school*

This means that the

choice of subjects who were nearing completion of grade six
may have automatically furnished pupils whose attitudes were
sufficiently crystallised to be relatively impervious to influ¬
ence except under the conditions mentioned in the preceding
paragraph*

If such is the easet this study further confirms

this lack of susceptibility to change of social attitudes once
they are formed* but it (along with most of the other studies
In this area) leaves open the question of how much influence
can reading have on attitudes during the times in life when
these attitudes are in their formative processes*

Studies of

this nature would be extremely valuable*
The evidence presented here* then* is definitely sup¬
port!ve of the conclusion already stated* that reading certain
books of fiction does not measurably affect a sixth grader’s
attitudes toward racial or ethnic groups*

Tn spite of this*

however* there are Important questions of methodology and
measurement which can be raised about the present study and
which may have some bearing on this conclusion*
First* there is the question of how valid was the assump■

tlon* outlined in chapter two* upon which this methodology was
premised*

Is it time that a significantly strong effect of a

book on an individual would cause that individual to disclose
that effect without being prompted by leading questions?

3Ibld.. p. 27,

This
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question is not answerable here*

'There is nothing In the

present study to either confirm or deny ltf but it is well to
. . . .
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keep in mind the faet that it was assumed*
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Even granting that the premise la valid (and the present
writer is not ready to discard it), there is the further ques¬
tion of tile interviewer-interviewee relationship*
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People do

•

not readily disclose their personal feelings to others unless
there is a relationship in which they can feel secure while
doing this*

The preparation and instructions for the inter¬

views tried to foster a relaxed atmosphere, but the very faet
that the Interviewer was a teacher in the school and that eleven
of the subjects were in his classroom may have had more than a
little adverse influence*

It is possible, in other words, that

some pupils reacted more strongly to the books than they were
willing to reveal in such a context*
A further question that can be raised about this work
comes in the use of different ethnic groups in the question¬
naire than were involved in the books*

This was done inten¬

tionally to avoid giving clues to the pupils as to the nature
of the study or what to look for while reading*
may have led to some difficulties*

However, it

A person with a strong

reaction against one or two groups on the questionnaire may
have had a more favorable attitude toward the particular group
>

about which he read*
of some ptg?lls*
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The converse could also have been true

Although this is a valid question of pro¬

cedure, it is not likely that it had much effect on a study

»

r
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with results as Inconclusive as these*
A more serious problem for this particular study con*
corns the questions designed for the interviews*

It was

difficult to design questions which would lend themselves to
responses concerning attitudes without having them indicate
such responses*

Yot, questions that would have been useful for

this purpose were lost because of this writer^ proximity to
the central issue*
In preparing the guide questions* the interviewer was so
close to the problem that certain questions were classified as
leading when in foot they may not have been*

For example* the

question* "What was the most important problem in the story?**
was definitely a leading question in Bright April* but in Joe
Foie* Hew American there were several problems that could have
been chosen*
fhe question* "Did you learn anything from reading the
book?* turned out to be much less leading than this writer had
assumed it would be*

One girl remarked that she did not learn

anything from Bright April because she already was & Girl Soout*
and two pupils mentioned learning some French expressions from
Party for Su&anne,

One boy mentioned learning information about

the woods and about survival in a snowstorm from Giant Mountain*
and another boy reported learning of the hardships in displaced
person camps from Joe Pole* Hew American*
In retrospect* it seems that more responses of an attitudinal nature might have come from questions suoh as this if
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they had not been classified as leading*

The responses that

were actually received to these questions in the interviews,
however, cannot now be used because questions that were lead¬
ing preceded these, and they may have set a pattern of thought*
It is unfortunate that close concern with the issues
of this study made it difficult to appraise these questions
more objectively in advance*
Suggestions for research*

The foregoing discussion

makes it evident that additional research relative to reading
and attitudes is needed*
As was mentioned in chapter two, there is a particular
need for longitudinal studies to learn more about the cumula¬
tive effects of reading*

We need to try to discover what a

pattern of reading over an extended period of time does to a
reader*
Another Important need revealed by this study is for
more research into how reading affects attitudes while they
are being developed*

This was partially attempted here with

the choice of a topic related to a developmental task associ¬
ated with the age group of the subjects, but It appears that
they were beyond the major period for this type of growth*
Related to this is the need for more adequate research
into techniques for measuring attitudes of children*

No social

distance scales for people this young were found by this writer
when he was preparing this study*

Reliable standardised meas¬

ures of attitude would enhance further research in this field*
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Finally, it would to© valuable to study what effects
reading such toooks as the ones used here would have if this
i

reading were aocompanled toy discussions of the material*

Per*

haps it is ashing too much of a book alone to constructively
affeot attitudes when some people seem to respond only to plot
structure or other elements In a book rather than to the per¬
sonal interactions*

(Witness, for example, the girl who did

not learn anything from her book because she is already a Girl
Scout,)
Summary*

This study has approached the question of

how reading Influences attitudes from a viewpoint not used
in related studies*

Subjects were younger than in most of

the studies cited$ entire books, borrowed from public libraries,
were used instead of short reading selections devised for the
occasion; the attitude area was related to the developmental
tasks of the subjects; and Interviews were used as the means
of measurement.
The evidence discovered as a result of this work falls
to confirm the hypothesis that reading certain books of fic¬
tion can show a measurable influence on the attitudes of sixthgrade readers characterised toy a decrease in disfavor and an
Increase in favor toward certain ethnic or racial groups*
Despite this evidence, however, prooedural limitations
and unexplored areas suggest that much fruitful research re¬
mains to toe done on this problem*.

APPENDIX A
ORIGINAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Following is a copy of the questionnaire used to check
on attitudes and to select the subjects*

The questions were

duplicated on two pages with apace for answers provided*
1) I am
2) My father is
3) Chinese people are
4) What I like most about my best friend is
.
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8) People make me angry when they

6) People In Mexico
7) What I don*t like about some of my friends is
8) People make me happy when they
9) Most people in Turkey are
10) I*d like to live in

because

11) In Argentina, life is
12) I*d hate to live in
13) American Indians are
14) Down South, many people

„ because

APPENDIX B
QUESTIONS USED IN THE INTERVIEWS
Following are copies of the pre-arranged questions
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In each set is used to designate where questions of type three
as described In the second chapter, begin*
Bright April

WnMiM#

MtNMMM*

1} Did you like the story?
2) What part did you like best?
3) Was there any part you didn’t like?
4) Where did April and her family live?
5) About how old was April?
i - •
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6) Was there anything she did in the story that you
admire her for?
7) Did ah© do anything you didn’t admire?
8) What kind of a person was Tom?

Chrissy?

p

/

9) What kind of a person was their father?
10) What about their mother?
: * jejfe A

-Mk

jjj

.

11) Do you remember Ken’s letters from the Army?
In one of them he said he hoped there would be “real
peace1* when he did get home* What did he mean by that?
12) What was the most important problem in the story?
13) Did the book make you think seriously about any¬
thing? What?
14) Did you learn anything from the book?

What?
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Part? for Suzanne
X) Did you like the book?
2) What part did you like beet?
3) Was there any part you dldn*t like?
4) Why had Suzanne and her family moved from Pall
River?
5) What did her parents spend a lot of their time
doing? Why?
6) What did Suzanne really enjoy doing?
7) What made her unhappy?
8) Where did you admire Suzanne the most?

The least?

9) Why did Dick and tommy tease Suzanne, and why did
the other girls ignore her?
10) What should she have done about this teasing?
11) Do you think she was right when she tried to change
her name? Why? Why not?
12) Did the book make you think seriously anywhere?
13) What was the main problem of the book?
14) Did you learn anything from the book?

What?

Joe Pole, Hew American
1} Did you like the book?
2) What part did you like best?
5) Was there a part you didn*t like?
4} Why had Joe come to America?
3) Where did he settle?
6) What did you think was the most exciting part of
the story?
/

7) What was Joe*s biggest problem in the story?
8) Where did you admire him the most?
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9} Where did you think he did something wrong?
10) Would you like to read more books by the same
author?

11) Why did Biff and Red pick on Joe?
12) Why did Jo© resent being called a displaced person?
13) Bid you learn anything by reading the book?

What?

14) Bid the story make you think seriously about any¬
thing? What?
Biant Mountain
1) Did you like the story?
2) What part did you like best?
3) What part didn’t you like?
4) What part of the story would you have liked to take
part in?
5) What would you have done about March, the squirrel,
if you had had him in school by mistake? Why didn’t
Ronnie do it?
6) Where did you admire Ronnie the most?
7) Bid he do anything you didn’t admire?
8) What wise decisions did Ronnie make?
decisions?
9) Do you think he’d make a good friend?

What foolish
Why?

Why not?

10) Bo you think the writer understood people of your
age? In what ways? In what ways not?

11) Why did Ronnie’s father dislike the village people?
12) How did this affeot Ronnie’s life?
13) What is the main problem of the book?

14) Did the story make you think seriously about any¬
thing? What?
15) Bid you learn anything from the book?

What?
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